More Fractured
Fairy Tales

Jack and the Beanstalk
J 398.2 Hal

Jack and the Bean Tree

A boy climbs to the top of a giant beanstalk where he uses his quick
wits to outsmart a giant and make his fortune. A mountain folk version.

J 398.2 Mck

Jack and the Beanstalk

A boy climbs to the top of a giant beanstalk where he uses his quick
wits to outsmart a giant and make his and his mother's fortune. We Both
Read Series.

J 398.2 Osb

Kate and the Beanstalk

In this version of the classic tale, a girl climbs to the top of a giant
beanstalk, where she uses her quick wits to outsmart a giant and make her
and her mother's fortune.

J P - Butterworth, N.

Jasper’s Beanstalk

Jasper hopes to grow a beanstalk, but becomes discouraged when
the bean he plants doesn't grow after a week.

Sleeping Beauty
J P - Auch, M.

Peeping Beauty

Poulette the dancing hen falls into the clutches of a hungry fox, who
exploits her desire to become a great ballerina.

E R - Yolen, J.

Sleeping Ugly

When beautiful Princess Miserella, Plain Jane, and a fairy fall under
a sleeping spell, a prince undoes the spell in a surprising way.

J F - Levine, G.

Princess Sonora and
the Long Sleep

In this retelling of the fairy tale Sleeping Beauty, Princess Sonora,
who is ten times smarter than anyone else, vows to choose for herself the
best time to be pricked by the spindle.
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Goldilocks and the Three Little Bears
J 398.22 Ros

Leola and the Honeybears

An African American version of Goldilocks and the three bears.

J 419 Bor

Goldilocks and the Three Bears:
Told in Signed English

The well-known tale about the little girl who wanders through the
woods and disturbs the house of the three bears, accompanied by diagrams
showing how to form the Signed English signs for each word of the text.

J P – Murray, L.

The Gingerbread Man:
Loose in the School

A gingerbread man searches all over the school for the group of
children that made him and then left him behind.

J P - Palatini, M.
J P - Ernst, L.

Goldilocks Returns

Bad Boys Get Cookie!

Thirty years after Goldilocks first met the three bears, she returns to
fix up their cottage and soothe her guilty conscience.

Wolves Willy and Wally try to satisfy a sweet-tooth craving by
dressing up as private eyes and chasing down a runaway cookie. This is a
variation of the Gingerbread Boy.

J 398.2 Low

E R - Ziefert, H.

Dusty Locks and the Three Bears

A Western-style retelling of the traditional tale about a little girl who
finds the house of bear family and makes herself at home.

J P - Tolhurst, M.

E R - Miles, B.

Goldilocks and the Three Bears

Tells in simple dialogue the story of three bears who return home
from a walk to find a little girl asleep in Baby Bear's bed.

The Gingerbread Man
J P - Brett, J.

The Gingerbread Baby

A young boy and his mother bake a gingerbread baby that escapes
from their oven and leads a crowd on a chase similar to the one in the
familiar tale about a not-so-clever gingerbread man

J P - Egielski, R.

The Gingerbread Boy

A freshly baked gingerbread boy escapes when he is taken out of
the oven and eludes his pursuers until he meets a clever fox.

J P - Ernst, L.

The Gingerbread Girl

Like her older brother, the Gingerbread Boy, who was eventually
devoured by a fox, the Gingerbread Girl eludes the many people who would
like to eat her but also has a plan to escape her sibling's fate.

J P - Hasset, J.

Others and Compilations

Somebody and the Three Blairs

In a reversal of the Goldilocks story, a bear explores the home of the
three Blairs while they are out.

Can’t Catch Me

In this version of "The Gingerbread Man," an ice cube runs away to
sea hoping to grow as big as an iceberg and bump into boats.

The Gingerbread Boy

A freshly baked gingerbread boy escapes when he is taken out of
the oven and eludes his pursuers until he meets a clever fox.
.

J P - Child, L.

The Princess and the Pea

Presents a re-telling of the well-known fairy tale of a young girl who
feels a pea through twenty mattresses and twenty featherbeds and proves
she is a real princess.

E R - Wheeler, C.

The Emperor’s Birthday Suit

Find out how two clever tailors help the Emperor to end up wearing
nothing but his birthday suit on his birthday.

J P - Osborne, M.

The Brave Little Seamstress

A seamstress who kills seven flies with one blow outwits the king
and, with the help of a kind knight, becomes a wise and kind queen.

J P - Thaler, M.

Hanzel and Pretzel

A comical retelling without an evil stepmother and a witch who’s not
so witchy.

J P - Stanley, D.

Rumpelstiltskin’s Daughter

Rumpelstiltskin's daughter may not be able to spin straw into gold,
but she is more than a match for a monarch whose greed has blighted an
entire kingdom.

J 398.2 Voz

Yo, Hungry Wolf

A retelling in rap verse of "The Three Little Pigs," "Little Red Riding
Hood," and "The Boy Who Cried Wolf."
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